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Let me first outline the content of the thesis. It is based on a couple of papers
[1, 2], both join work of Serap and her supervisor. These papers essentially form
Sections 2 and 3, respectively. The thesis is completed with introductory Section 1
and closing Section 4, a list of open problems.

First section sums up notation, basic results and motivates the rest of the thesis.
I believe that this section could have been better organized. Some not so common
notions are not explained, while some elementary ones are, e.g., localization on page
11. Some notions are defined after their first appearance, e.g, I was not sure what
exactly Ω−i(R) on page 13 means until it was defined on page 18. Preliminaries
on page 18 mostly repeat what was already established in Section 1. Lemmas 1.4.6
and 2.2.9 are identical. Shortly, Sections overlap, it seems that they were glued with
not enough effort to make the thesis smooth and easily readable. Here I have the
following question:

• The only assumption in Subsection 1.4 is that all rings are commutative.
Do some of the results, in the subsection, require the ring to be noetherian.

As mentioned above, Section 2 covers results form published paper [1]. The
main result establishes a bijective correspondence between the set of all equivalence
classes n-cotilting modules over a commutative noetherian ring and the set of all
equivalence classes of compatible families. The result translates to a similar one for
n-tilting modules. These extends results of S. Bazzoni that restrict to 1-cotilting (1-
tilting) modules. I believe that these generalizations require good understanding of
recent development of the theory of tilting and cotilting modules over commutative
rings. I would like to ask the following couple of questions:

• In Subsection 2.2.2 it is assumed that the ring in question is noetherian and
commutative. Does Lemma 2.2.5 require the ring to be noetherian?

• How is Lemma 2.2.5 applied when proving Theorem 2.2.8?

Section 3 covers results from the manuscript [2]. It seems to be more elementary
compared to the previous Section but it includes nice original results. In fact, unlike
Section 2, it fits well the title of the thesis. I appreciate the open problems in the
last section.

To conclude, I believe that Serap showed ability to do non-trivial research and I
recommend the thesis to pass.
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